Driver-Assistance and Safety Warning (I 2 DASW) systems involves estimation and prediction of the position and size of various on-road obstacles. Real-time processing, given incomplete and uncertain information, is a challenge for current object detection and tracking technologies. This paper proposed a development framework and novel algorithms for road situation analysis based on driving action behavior, where the safety situation is analyzed by simulating real driving action behaviors. First, we review recent development and trends in road situation analysis to provide perspective for the related research. Second, we introduce a road situation analysis framework, where onboard sensors provide information about drivers, traffic environment, and vehicles. Finally, on the basis of the previous frameworks, we proposed multiple-obstacle detection and tracking algorithms using multiple sensors including radar, lidar, and a camera, where a decentralized track-to-track fusion approach is introduced to fuse these sensors. In order to reduce the effect of obstacle shape and appearance, we cluster lidar data and then classify obstacles into two categories: static and moving objects. Future collisions are assessed by computation of local tracks of moving obstacles using extended Kalman filter, maximum likelihood estimation to fuse distributed local tracks into global tracks, and finally, computation of future collision distribution from the global tracks. Our experimental results show that our approach is efficient for road situation evaluation and prediction.
yearly economic loss of $12.5 billion. Driver assistance and safety warning systems promise to provide partial solutions to these problems, and consequently, many research efforts aim at developing algorithms and building frameworks for them [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Road situation analysis requires not only obstacle information at the current time but also predicted obstacle information at the future time. Indeed, an experienced driver looks several seconds along the road and bases his actions on information so obtained. This previewing of the road is necessary to avoid accidents since vehicle dynamics limits the car in making speed or direction changes.
Interactive Intelligent Driver-Assistance and Safety Warning (I 2 DASW) uses more than one kind of sensor: image sensors, lidar, and radar. No single sensor can provide input as complete, robust, and accurate as required by I 2 DASW. Image sensors have some problems, such as low ability of sensing depth and higher ability of discrimination than lidar and radar. Radar shows limited lateral spatial information because it is not available at all, the field of view is narrow, or the resolution is reduced at large distances. Although lidar has a wide view field that solves part of the previous problems, there are other problems such as low ability of discrimination, clustering error, and recognition latency. These restrictions of the different sensor types explain the attention given to sensor fusion in research on object detection and tracking [2] , [7] , [8] , resulting in a wide spectrum of promising applications in assistance driving, including multisensor Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), fusion of advanced ACC and lane keeping systems [9] , and smart airbag systems.
On the basis of [1] , we proposed a road safety situation and threat analysis framework and algorithms based on driver behavior and vehicle dynamics. In current environment modeling, obstacles are detected and tracked in future situation assessment; we use the position and size of obstacles at the current time, together with vehicle dynamics equations to predict the future road situation. For lidar data, we distinguish the object types, namely, static or moving objects, by estimating object speed. Here, a decentralized track-to-track fusion algorithm is proposed to detect and track obstacles.
The remainder of this paper is given as follows: Section II introduces the state of the art related to road safety frameworks and multiple-sensor multiple-object tracking algorithms. In Section III, we provide a detailed description of our interactive safety analysis framework. We describe how to judge obstacle types by estimating its speed in Section IV, where a speed estimation algorithm for obstacles is proposed. In Section V, we implement obstacle tracking in global tracks and then evaluate the safety situation by combining the current obstacle information into vehicle dynamics equation. In Section VI, we state the conclusions of this paper and provide perspective for future work.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Road situation analysis for driver assistance and safety warning is an interdisciplinary endeavor involving many research fields, for instance, computer science, automobile engineering, cognitive science, and psychology. We classify existing frameworks that analyze obstacles in a traffic scene into two categories: The first one is a current situation analysis framework, which attempts to provide the vehicle and the driver with the obstacles' information in the current time by fusing different sensors [2] , [3] , [10] . The other one is obstacle situation prediction in the future [11] . To assess the future situation, many prediction approaches have been used, such as the extended Kalman filter (EKF), Monte Carlo method [11] , and Bayesian network [7] .
Real-time safety analysis in a traffic environment involving driver, vehicle, the traffic environment itself, and their interaction is a challenge for perception, modeling, decision, and control. Several safety analysis systems have been proposed to address different aspects in road situation analysis [10] [11] [12] [13] . In [11] , a Monte Carlo reasoning framework evaluates the probability of a future collision and use a Monte Carlo important sampling for the approximation of a collision integral. The looking-in and looking-out framework proposed by McCall et al. is a system-oriented safer driving framework [12] , which consists of driving ecology sensing, hierarchical context processing, and modeling of drivers, vehicles, and environment. They build the Human-Centered Intelligent Driving Support System to emphasize the role of driver. In context of an earthwork vehicle, a distributed sensor network aims at processing data acquired by different sensors, integrating them, and producing an interpretation of the environment observed [10] ; its main objectives of low-level and high-level data fusion are to obtain a rough and an accurate estimate of the number of objects present in the observed scene and their threedimensional (3-D) positions, respectively. In addition, intersection and intersection-related crashes consistently make up a high proportion of total crashes, and the main causes include inappropriate speed, absence of traffic signs, wrong turning, and pedestrian mistake, etc. The INTERSAFE project shows the need of driver assistance systems for intersection safety [13] , where two approaches in parallel, namely 1) top-down approach and 2) bottom-up approach, are realized. Here, a dynamic risk is assessed and analyzed to support the driver at the intersection based on object tracking and classification, and the intent of the driver. Consequently, potential conflicts with other road users can be reported only a few seconds before.
Multisensor multiobject detection and tracking systems have received considerable attention over the last five years [2] , [3] , [7] , [8] , [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In [14] , a strategy that distinguishes between a static object and a moving object by estimating object speed has been proposed, where both the speed and the direction of the objects and the host vehicle are used to estimate the speed. In [15] , three different geometric-object models are designed for small objects, objects described by rectangular cars and the like, and free-form objects, respectively. In terms of obstacle classification and tracking, the most generally used combination manner consists of a camera and a range sensor [14] [15] [16] [17] . An approach that simplifies the fusion between range and vision sensors using corresponding sets of hypothesis was proposed [16] . In this system, a radar device and a monocular camera are fused by sharing sets of hypotheses for detection of vehicles. In [2] , a decentralized multiple-sensor multiple-target tracking approach for the Autotaxi system is considered for avoiding collisions, where the tracking involves three stages, namely 1) data alignment; 2) track-to-track association; and 3) track fusion. A sensor fusion strategy that introduces depth cue into the segmentation algorithm improves the target segmentation performance due to the complement of radar and vision [18] . As a precrash system, the SAVE-U project aims at protecting pedestrians and bicyclists and avoiding collisions between pedestrians and vehicles, where the sensor platform consists of radar sensors, normal cameras, and infrared cameras. Alternatively, other combination manners, such as infrared camera and radar [3] , have good performance in driver assistance systems.
This paper proposes an integrated current and future safety situation analysis framework as general as possible, where we model not only the sensing phase but also the control phase. In this framework, a speed estimation algorithm based on lidar data is used to distinguish two types of obstacles, namely 1) static objects and 2) moving objects. On the basis of the speed and type of obstacles, we form obstacle tracks using only a single sensor and following a track fusion approach that is used to yield accurate and robust global tracks. We use a camera to detect lanes and obstacles, such as vehicles and pedestrians, in the regions of interest (ROIs) generated by range sensors. Combining the lane structure with obstacle tracks, we can model the traffic environment and assess road situation at both the current and near-future time.
III. INTERACTIVE SAFETY ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
Many existing robotics technologies apply to intelligent assistance driving [20] ; however, much research work neglects the preview of a driver and driver response delay. Moreover, the behavior of high-speed vehicles differs greatly from other robots. To obtain safe driving, a driver should be in the center of the safety analysis [12] ; driver response delay, together with other factors, restricts the driving path of a vehicle. On the basis of these factors, we proposed an integrated interactive road safety analysis framework, where the system consists of the safety analysis framework consisting of the following modules: onboard sensor network, environment modeling and sensor fusion, vehicle ego-state and vehicle dynamics module, future situation assessment, decision-making agents, human-computer interface (HCI), and a preview-following model-based control module (see Fig. 1 ). In this framework, we consider a driver assistance system as a vehicle-driver-environment interactive closed-loop system; moreover, we focus on not only the current situation but also the future situation by predicting the potential collision probability distribution.
In our framework, onboard sensors provide real-time information about drivers, traffic environment, and vehicles. How to configure these sensors is closely related to the application domain. For example, for multisensor ACC systems, radar and camera often suffice, but for pedestrian protection systems, an infrared sensor is essential to robust detection under various weather conditions. In general, the external sensors capture object appearance, range, and sound outside a vehicle, and the interior sensors collect vehicle state, such as speed, acceleration, and steering angle.
The main functions of environment modeling and sensor fusion are to sense and recognize obstacles, lanes and traffic signs, etc., where sensor information of different kinds is fused to model the environment. Lane detection is the problem of locating lane boundaries, and robust detection for a variety of road types and under a variety of illumination conditions is necessary. Fig. 2 shows various lane scenarios including general conditions and hard conditions. The general conditions include different weather conditions, lane types, lane mark types, etc. The hard conditions include "against the sun," "exit at highway," lane-number change, etc. For moving objects, robust and reliable detection and tracking is a challenging task under the conditions of variable size and distance, various weather and illumination, and cluttered background [21] , [22] . For instance, in visible ACC, detecting and tracking cut-in and overtaking vehicles in a dynamic background is an important task for avoiding a crash. Fig. 3 shows various cut-in and overtakingvehicle scenes.
In the future situation assessment module, future road safety situations are assessed by combining traffic rules, vehicle dynamics, and environment prediction. Since the safety distance varies with the speed of a host vehicle, we adopt preview time rather than safety distance as the measurement of safety response. The safety response time is given by where d r is the distance required to respond to the nearest object due to driver response delay, d v is the distance to slow down, d s is the safety distance between the host vehicle and obstacles, and v is the speed of the host vehicle.
Decision-making agents have two functions: One is to generate warning strategies for warning systems, such as route guide systems and warning display devices, and the other one is to plan the actions of the actuators to control the path of the host vehicle. As we know, the parameters of a vehicle model are affected by many factors and vary with the outside environment. Therefore, real-time learning algorithms using fuzzy logic have been applied to solving lateral and longitudinal control problems for a long time and have shown good performance; we use the fuzzy self-adjusted and real-time learning algorithm to estimate the parameters in this framework [23] . Moreover, a preview optimal curvature model based on the preview follow model and driver behavior characteristic is utilized to control a vehicle's velocity and direction, where the key problem is to establish fuzzy evaluation indexes and their membership functions that represent the front road geometry shape, traffic rules, and driver behavior. For details, see [24] . In our framework, decision-making agents use rigid kinematics and vehicle dynamics stable-state response properties to yield the expected path, and then action planning updates the ideal path by using vehicle dynamics dynamic-state response properties. Their main interaction activities are that a driver operates a vehicle and that a vehicle produces lateral motion and longitudinal motion, resulting in change in the vehicle.
Furthermore, this framework involves in-vehicle telematics modules and HCI modules. As a consequence of increase in traffic accident, the driver-centered HCI is becoming critically important. An in-vehicle HCI module presents warning information from the decision module and the path planning module to the driver. Meanwhile, the visual and audio messages of driver warning and assistance should not distract the attention of drivers. Telematics modules implement information sharing between vehicles and between a vehicle and a base station. Future vehicles will be able to share the information about the environment to provide cooperative, convenient, and safer driving.
For reasoning about the future motion of obstacles in a traffic environment, some road safety reasoning rules are concluded in [11] . Similarly, here, we sum up the factors of the future road situation.
1) Traffic rule. While a driver implements a driving activity, traffic rules have a potential effect on the expected path. Traffic rules in highway and urban road ensure safe comfortable collision-free driving. To achieve these objectives, the driver and the onboard sensors must recognize the traffic sign. 2) Vehicle dynamics. The motion of a vehicle is restricted by vehicle dynamics including two factors: One is the internal factor involving the tires, steering systems, and acceleration and deceleration systems, and the other is the external factor involving driver instruction. In our framework, we consider it as a whole to affect safe driving rather than look at each influencing subfactor and focus on vehicle stable-state and dynamic-state response properties. 3) Driver behavior. The aim of the I 2 DASW systems is to develop an automatic system that can replace fully or partly a professional and experienced driver. Clearly, driver behavior characteristics are inevitably involved in safe driving. Except road conditions and vehicle mechanical failure, most of traffic accidents are caused by the actions of drivers, e.g., driving in an inappropriate speed, ignoring right of way, overtaking, and following too closely. In real-life traffic scenes, driver behavior, such as driver response delay, deeply affects the driving operation. 4) Sensor uncertainty. Sensor noise causes uncertainty in data. The incomplete information is used to assess the scene, and modeling of the background and dynamic object is a challenge, given the incomplete and uncertainty information. 
IV. LIDAR CLASSIFICATION INTO STATIC OR MOVING OBSTACLES
A lidar sensor is often used as an onboard sensor for driver assistance systems. Much effort about clustering the original data and classifying the resulting objects have been made [14] , [25] . A strategy was proposed for distinguishing all objects by lidar and dividing them into three categories, namely 1) moving objects; 2) roadside reflectors; and 3) overhead signs [14] , where the motion of detected objects are judged by the relationship between the path of the host vehicle and the changes in the positions of the objects. A method consisting of three modules, namely 1) scan segmentation; 2) object classification; and 3) object tracking by lidar, is used to detect and track multiple objects [25] . The position and size of obstacles are not sufficient to assess safety in driving assistive systems, and the various behaviors of all the obstacles on the road, such as speed and acceleration, should also be considered. We have developed an algorithm to estimate the speed of all obstacles.
First, we segment the lidar data into several clusters, and each cluster represents one target. We say that the lidar measurements r k and r k+1 of distances to the laser device belong to points of the same target [25] iff
where r min = min{r k , r k+1 }, φ is the angular resolution, and β represents the maximum absolute angle between the object face and the incidence line at time k. In our experiments, φ = 0.25
• , and β = 85
• . In many similar systems, the vehicle speed is measured by the encoder [26] . In contrast, we proposed a vehicle speed estimation algorithm by using a static object given the two observation values (r 1 , θ 1 ) and (r 2 , θ 2 ) as follows:
where T is the sampling interval, and m is the number of the consecutive frames and is generally larger than 1 for improving the accuracy of velocity. Fig. 4(a) shows the velocity computation approach for a host vehicle.
Here, we assume that over a small interval of time mT , the driving direction of the host vehicle is consistent with the Y -axis in the Cartesian coordinates system XOY , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Therefore, after finishing the speed estimation of a host vehicle, we can obtain the coordinates of two segments P 0 = (x 0 , y 0 ) and P 1 = (x 1 , y 1 ), i.e.,
Then, we can estimate the absolute speed of stable objects in the scene by the following equation:
Considering the noise and vibration of the lidar, we can judge whether an object is moving or stationary by Mahalanobis distance, given two segments P 0 and P 1 , i.e.,
where Σ is a covariance matrix reflecting the uncertainty characteristics of lidar data. If d < d 0 , the object is static, or else the object is moving. Here, the decision rule can be interpreted geometrically as saying that the distance between the two points is less than d 0 , taking into account the variance. Fig. 5 shows the results of velocity estimation using our algorithm, where the 13th to 15th objects are stable for several consecutive frames.
V. MULTIPLE-OBSTACLE TRACKING AND SITUATION ASSESSMENT

A. Multiple-Obstacles Tracking Based on EKF Using a Single Sensor 1) Probability Framework of Tracking:
From the viewpoint of probability, tracking is a statistical inference; in other words, given the observation values at time 1 and extending up to and including time k: Z 1:k = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z k }, we may construct the posterior probability P (X k |Z 1:k ) and then obtain estimationX k and covariance matrix C of the state vector X k at time k.
For the sake of simplicity, we make two assumptions.
1) The state at current time k only depends on the state at previous time k − 1, which is called a first-order Markov process. Consequently, it yields the following equation:
2) The observation at current time k depends only on the current state P (Z 1:
By hypothesis, we can deduce the Bayesian posterior probability as
where P (X k |Z 1:k ) is the posterior probability,
is the prior probability, and P (Z 1:
dX k is the belief. For the probability framework of a tracking problem, we may proceed in the manner described next.
• Prediction
Step. Given P (X k−1 |Z 1:k−1 ), we can obtain
In this system, we adopt the constant acceleration model to build the system equation
The state vector at time k is defined as
T where x k ,ẋ k , andẍ k are the position, velocity, and acceleration in the X direction at time k, respectively, and y k ,ẏ k , andÿ k are the position, velocity, and acceleration in Y direction at time k, respectively. The state transition matrix can be written as
where T is the sampling interval of a sensor. In (8) 
T is the process noise, which is modeled as zero-mean white noise whose correlation matrix is defined by
where the dimension of v is n = 2. The process noise distribution matrix corresponding to the preceding expression is
We define the observation value at time k as
and its observation function is
Therefore, we can get the following form:
In this system, the state of objects is expressed in Euclidean coordinates systems, while the observation values are expressed in polar coordinates systems. Consequently, the observation equation is nonlinear. We may now linearize h(X) around X =X k|k−1 and obtain the observation matrix
In (8), w = [w r , w θ ] is the observation noise, which is modeled as zero-mean white noise whose correlation matrix is defined by
Here, the dimension of w is 2.
Combining the probability framework of tracking with the minimum mean square error, we can yield the EKF's prediction equation
whereX k|k−1 is the state prediction at time k given the state at time k − 1, and P (k|k − 1) is the prediction covariance. The update equation given z k andX k|k−1 at time k can be written in the form
where S is the observation prediction covariance, W k is the Kalman gain,X k|k is the output of the state update, and P k|k is the update state covariance.
3) Initial Conditions:
Concerning the initialization of the EKF, we determine the local tracks by using the acceleration of three points where it is assumed that the motion of an object is modeled as constant acceleration, finishing the initialization operation. For details, see [27] .
4) Data Association for a Single Sensor:
For lidar and radar data, data association is the first step at judging the correspondence relation between the current observation and the previous track. Our data association includes two categories, namely 1) observation-to-observation and 2) observation-to-track. The main objective of the association between observations is to initialize tracks correctly, while the association between observation and track aims at holding and updating the existing tracks.
a) Observation-to-observation association: When a new object appears, we can hold the observation directly. For a single point, we do not know the moving direction of the object. In that case, when the object has an observation z 1 , we use the circle association gate to judge the correlation between z 1 and z new 2 without moving direction [see Fig. 6(a) ]. To associate a new observation, the next problem is to compute the radius r of the association gate. The radius of associate gate is defined as
where v h is the velocity of the host vehicle and v o is the velocity of an obstacle. If |z
is correlated with z 1 ; otherwise, they do not correlate.
If there are two existing observation points, i.e., z 1 and z 2 , of a certain object, we can use a sector association gate to judge the correlation between z new 3 and z 2 [see Fig. 6(b) ]. If the following inequality is satisfied:
Then, z After the initialization of tracks, it yields the state estimation of objects by using a prediction and update model. In general, a longer exiting period results in less estimation covariance. In this paper, we set an ellipse association gate with its center X k|k−1 [see Fig. 6(c) ] and choose the motion direction of an object as a major axis.
Define the new observation as
Consequently, we obtain the Euclidean coordinates of the observation given the observation value z new k in the form
Then, we can obtain the state prediction valuê
T and the motion direction of the object
Here, θ o is the rotated angle of the ellipse association gate. On the basis of the previous results, we get the ellipse equation of the association gate 
where
We may now define a distance function
where a and b are the half length of two axes of an ellipse. Substituting the observation value z
On the basis of the distance function of the preceding observation-to-observation and observation-to-track, we build a distance matrix for all the passing points and use the Global Nearest Neighbor (GNN) algorithm to associate an observation with another observation or a track.
5) Single-Track Management: Single-track management is an important step of object tracking. In this paper, for every observation point, if there are three correlated observation values among five consecutive values, we can initialize the EKF finishing the start of a track.
Tracks holding is done to keep the tracks of objects continuously by the beforehand stated rules after the start of the track. We use a sliding window detector to hold the tracks, where an N/M rule is used to judge whether these tracks exist. In other words, N correlated observation values out of M observation values are considered to show that the track can exist. With the increase on the holding time of tracks, the belief of this track is getting bigger and bigger. Consequently, in terms of actual implementation, M and N/M , during the start period of a track, can be set to a smaller value than that of the later period of tracking. In this paper, M = 8, and N = 5.
To process a vanishing object, cancellation of tracks is necessary. There are three categories in which tracks are required to be canceled. The first one is the point without initialization; if there are no three correlated consecutive observation values, the track is canceled. The second one is a start track; if the N/M rule is violated, the track is canceled. The third one is a track made by a reverse-direction object; when the object moves behind the host car, the track can be canceled immediately. For multisensor fusion, we must first transform the different coordinates into a same-coordinates system and then fuse the local tracks. Here, we map the lidar coordinates and radar coordinates into the vehicle coordinates to solve the position alignment. Moreover, we synchronize the time between lidar and radar by using the prediction equation of EKF.
2) Track Association: On the basis of the two local tracks of lidar and radarX l andX r , we can yield the corresponding relation between the two local tracks. The distance function is defined as [2] , [28] 
In actual implementation, we neglect the cross-covariance matrices between lidar and radar: P lr and P rl . That is, P lr = P rl = 0.
Let x = d lr , and let it have a χ 2 distribution with M degrees of freedom in the form [28] f (x) = 1
where Γ is the gamma function with the following properties: The probability of x ∈ (0, σ) may be written as
Based on a σ corresponding to a given α, we can set the ellipse association gate as
where H 0 indicates thatX l andX r come from the same object; H 1 indicates thatX l andX r come from different objects. Assuming that N track pairs pass the association gate, we rank the track pairs by the corresponding distance value d lr . Since one object has only one track pair, we take the track pair with minimum distance value d lr .
3) Track Fusion Algorithm: There now remains the problem of track fusion given the local tracks of lidar and radarX l andX r , and its covariance matrices P r and P l . To solve the track fusion, we use maximum likelihood estimation to fuse the tracks [2] . First, we assume that the state estimation error has a Gaussian distribution and then obtain the state estimation value and its covariance of a local track in the form [2] X ml = P ml P −1 lX l + P −1 rXr Fig. 8 shows the fusion results of the lidar and radar sensors. Through the preceding process, we can yield the ROIs using global tracks. Moreover, we can extract a more accurate environment structure using visual information. Fig. 9 shows the structure of multiple-sensor and multiple-obstacle detection and tracking system. In this paper, two image sensors are used for lane recognition and vehicle detection. Our lane recognition approach is an Adaptive Randomized Hough Transform [19] , with robust and accurate detection of lane markings without manual initialization or a priori information under road environment. The results of lane recognition provide the road structure and limit the region of obstacles. In terms of vehicle detection, we use Gabor features to represent and detect vehicles in ROIs [21] . The software interface of multiple-sensor fusion is shown in Fig. 10 on our Springrobot platform (see Fig. 11 ).
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed an interactive road situation analysis framework and its algorithms, especially for multiplesensor multiple-obstacle detection and tracking. We emphasize the future-situation evaluation rather than the current-obstacle situation. Vehicle dynamics and driving action behavior are considered to be two influencing factors for the I 2 DASW system. In addition, compared to other similar systems, our framework is a more integrated one, where a control module based on preview following is involved, which causes a concise and efficient framework.
There are still several questions in need of further investigation. For a special driving assistance application, how to select and setup the sensor network is important. Currently, we manually calibrate the sensors in our system, respectively. Needless to say, a joint calibration of multiple sensors, including the camera, lidar, and radar, is desired to be automatically made in driver assistance and safety warning systems. 
